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Abstract: This study proposes a layer 2 method to enhance the handoff process through eliminating the scanning delay and reduce the time taken to perform a handoff by using Inter Access Point Protocol (IAPP) neighbor's discovery with access point and station caching techniques, in order to build a List of Neighbors and provide the station with the next possible AP to authenticate directly.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the main problems in wireless networks is to support the mobility. When a Station (STA) moves around within a wireless network it goes out of the range of one access point (AP) and comes to the range of another one. The process of transferring the STA between these two APs is called a handoff process. This handoff process takes about 400 msec and the scanning delay contributes almost 90% of it as proved by Mishra et al. (2003) and confirmed by Murray et al. (2007) that the scanning delay is an average of 275 m sec. This high delay will affect the real time and multimedia applications and cause service interruptions. The handoff process works in two different layers depending on the Network type if, the handoff performed between two APs inside the same network (Horizontal) then, the handoff process will use layer 2. On the other hand when, it performed between two access points in different networks (Vertical) the handoff will use layer 3 and a new IP should be assigned to the STA in order to communicate with the current network (Kim et al., 2008). This study proposes and implements a method to reduce the handoff delay for IEEE 802.11 WLAN layer 2 standard handoff process by eliminate the scanning delay. The method depends on providing the STA with a list of the next possible APs and their related information, in order for the STA to authenticate directly to the next AP without scanning. To build the List of Neighbors, the STA and AP will help each other in addition, to the IAPP that is used by the APs to communicate and exchange neighboring information.

The handoff process composing of three phases (IEEE Standard 802.11, 2007; LI et al., 2008) which are:

Discovery phase: The STA start to scan for another AP in its radio range with a better RSS (received signal strength) than the current AP. There are two scanning types defined by the IEEE 802.11 standard. Passive and active scanning, for passive scanning, the STA listen to the beacon messages broadcasted periodically by the APs depending on the maximum duration defined by the Max channel time parameter. The STA using passive scan must wait for the duration defined by the channel time parameter on each channel to collect all the beacon messages. After scanning all channels the beacons will be processed and the best AP will be selected. For active scanning the STA broadcasts a probe request in each channel to scan and wait for a probe response from all reachable APs. The STA waits a period of time for the probe responses called minimum channel time if no response or traffic detected then, the channel assumed to be empty and the STA switches to the next channel. However, if a probe response detected then, the STA assumes that at least one AP may exist and wait on that channel until the maximum channel time expires to give time for other APs responses to be received (Gast, 2005). In active scan two types can be used, the full scan and during this one the STA scans all the channels available and the short or selective scan that reduce the number of scanned channels because the STA scans only the channels that do not overlap. In the IEEE 802.11b/g standard using 2.4 GHz spectrum there are 11 channels only 3 channels do not overlap (1, 6 and 11), for IEEE 802.11a using 5 GHz spectrum there are 8 channels that do...
not overlap (Walke et al., 2006). A third type of scanning may be considered which is scanning with neighborhood detection (Pries and Heck, 2004), during this type the STA should know the MAC address and current channel of the AP to be scanned first, that reduces the time spend in scanning all the APs available.

Re-authentication phase: This phase transfers the STA identity from the old AP to the new AP, which is the best AP found in the first phase. The STA send a re-authentication request and wait for a re-authentication response from the AP to approve or reject the authentication. The IEEE 802.11 standard defines two sub types of authentication, first is the open system authentication which is a null authentication algorithm. Any STA request for authentication may authenticate if the AP configuration set to open system authentication. Second is the shared key authentication that depends on a shared secret key and authenticate only the STA who knows the key (IEEE Standard 802.11, 2007), otherwise the AP reject the authentication. Shared secret key delivered to the selected members via a secure channel that is independent from the IEEE 802.11, the WEP must be selected in both sides in order to use the shared key authentication method.

Re-association phase: In this phase the STA send a re-association request and wait for the response from the AP. Before the re-association phase complete the STA is receiving data from the old AP. But after the re-association complete the STA receive the data from the new AP and disassociate from the old AP. By the end of this phase the handoff process complete.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The IAPP defined in the IEEE 802.11f standard (IEEE Standard 802.11f, 2003) to be used to transfer context information between APs and reduce association delay.

This method uses the IAPP to exchange neighboring information between APs. The method considers two sides, the STA side and the AP side.

STA side operations: The STA enters the wireless network coverage area and receive a beacon frame send regularly by the AP. The handoff method add another two fields to the original beacon frame defined by IEEE 802.11 standard, the first one is the AP Neighbors List field that contains a list of available neighboring APs and their information such as BSSID (MAC address), SSID, channel number and other related information needed during handoff process. Figure 1 shows the modified beacon frame.

The second field is the SL field, this field is used to indicate if the AP Neighbors List inside the received beacon is empty or not in order to reduce the time taken during processing a beacon frame with an empty AP Neighbors List by the STA. Whenever the STA receives a beacon frame, it will check the SL field value. If the field value equals to one, that means the AP Neighbors List is not empty and the STA must update its Scan Lock value to one, in order not to start a full active scanning when a handoff needed. The STA then, opens the AP beacon frame and copy the AP Neighbors List information into the STA Caching List. After storing list information, the STA continues to communicate with the current AP until the RSS goes under a specific threshold TH value. This TH is used to trigger the handover process. When the handover process starts and the Scan Lock value equal to one, the STA skip the full active scanning process and starts the authentication process directly with the first AP in the STA Caching List. The authentication process is done by sending authentication request frame by the STA and waiting for authentication response. In case the authentication fails, the STA resend the authentication request frame for a second time to give another chance for the AP to respond and to make sure that the AP is not available. If there was no response after two transmissions, the STA will try to authenticate with the second AP in the STA Caching List and so on until the STA will be authenticated and connected. On the other hand, if the STA Caching List end was reached without authenticating the STA then the STA will start a full active scanning. Figure 2 shows the STA side operations flow chart.

The other case that the STA needs to perform a full active scanning is when the SL field value is equal to zero, in this case the STA discard the AP Neighbors List contents in the beacon frame and update the Scan Lock value to zero then, start a full active scanning. The STA performs a full active scanning by sending a probe request on each channel and wait for a probe response from APs in range. The probe response frame contains AP information such as BSSID (MAC address), SSID, channel number and other related information. When the STA receives the response frame, it will store the information in the STA BSS List then, sort the APs according to the RSS. After receiving the probe response frame from all the APs in range, the STA will authenticate with the best AP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beacon frame body</th>
<th>Neighbors list</th>
<th>SL field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Fig. 1: Modified beacon frame
founded and sends the STA BSS List that contains the APs founded during the full active scanning and the old AP information to the currently associated AP. The STA sends this list inside a new IEEE 802.11 management frame called the Update Frame.

**AP side operations:** The STA will send the STA BSS List to the current AP where the STA is associated using the update frame, the AP will open the frame and start comparing and saving the information into the AP Neighbors List. The received information can be a BSSID (MAC address), SSID, channel number and other related information collected by the STA during the full active scanning. If the STA BSS list neighboring AP information already exists inside the AP Neighbors List, no update will be made and the checking continues with the next AP in the STA BSS list. However, if the AP information is not existed inside the AP Neighbors List then, the AP information will be copied to the AP Neighbors list and to the AP update list. This process will continue until the STA BSS list ends. When the scanning process is completed, the AP update list
impact on the network as only the new APs found will be updated with the current AP information. However, if the AP sends IAPP update packet to all the APs based on the AP Neighbors List, there may be APs that have been already updated from previously sent packets. Consequently, this impacts extra time and load on the AP. When the neighboring AP receives an IAPP update packet, it will check its AP Neighbors List for the existence of this information. If the AP information that is sent is not found then, it will update its AP Neighbors List information. Otherwise if the neighbor already exists in the AP Neighbors List then, the AP will discard the IAPP Update Packet. Finally, after the AP Neighbors List is updated, the AP set the SL field value to one and starts sending this AP Neighbors List inside the beacon frames. Figure 3 shows the AP side operations flow chart.

**RESULTS**

The method was implemented using the OMNeT++ simulator with INET Framework in top. Then, the results of the implemented method were compared to the IEEE 802.11 standard handoff results to explain the benefits of using the new method fast handoff over the existing standard.

**Handoff delay:** The handoff delay for the STA moving from one AP to another was calculated during the simulation time and three delays were found. The first delay represents the IEEE 802.11 standard handoff that use the full active scan during the discovery phase and the handoff delay was about 414 m sec, the second delay represents the implemented method that eliminates the scanning delay and authenticate directly to the first AP inside the STA Caching List. The handoff delay was almost 2 m sec. The third delay represents the implemented method that eliminates the scanning delay and authenticates directly to the last AP inside the STA Caching List (when the best AP is the last AP in the list). As the STA try to authenticate twice with each AP to make sure its not responding before moving down to the next AP in the list so, the handoff delay was 4 m sec. Figure 4 shows the handoff delay times.

**Ping packet lost:** The STA sent ping request to the server 3 times each, with 2889 packets within 13 sec simulator time period and size of 56 bytes. The first group of packets was sent during a handoff process using an IEEE 802.11 full active scanning. The STA received 2752 packets which mean that, the number of lost packets was 137.

The second group of packets was sent during the handoff process using the fast handoff method. The STA

---

Fig. 3: AP side operations flow chart
authenticate directly to the first AP in the STA Caching List and during the handoff the STA sent 2889 packets and receive 2887 packets which mean that, the number of lost packets was 2.

The third group of packets was sent during the handoff process using the provided method. The STA try to authenticate directly with all the APs inside the STA Caching List then, successfully authenticate with the last AP inside the list. During the handoff the STA send 2889 packets and receive 2852 packets which means the number of lost packets is 37. Figure 5 shows the number of lost packets for each case.

The implemented handoff method provides a significant enhancement to the handoff process comparing with the IEEE802.11 standard by eliminating the scanning delay and as a result reducing the total handoff delay from 414 m sec in the standard to 2 m sec using the method.

The method used need to exchange information between the APs using IAPP update packet in order to exchange the neighboring information and build the AP Neighbors List. This IAPP messages does not have a high impact on the network as its used only during building the Neighbors Lists and when there is a change in the topology. In addition, using a full duplex Ethernet connection reduce any serious effects on the network.

The neighboring information send from the AP to the STA is added to the original beacon frames that send regularly by the AP so, no extra effect is appeared.

**DISCUSSION**

The scanning delay within the discovery phase cause almost 90% of the total handoff delay as proved practically by Mishra et al. (2003). It was clear that the wireless hardware type affect the handoff delay. In addition different configurations may affect the delay time such as the Min channel time and Max channel time values. Our method was able to eliminate the scanning delay and enhance the handoff process by 98% over the IEEE 802.11 standard handoff process by providing the STA with a list of its possible neighbors to authenticate directly and this is different from the standard handoff when the STA should scan each channel searching for APs in range, this operation cause the STA to search channels even if it’s empty (IEEE Standard 802.11, 2007). To reduce the number of channels scanned a selective scan was provided to scan only the channels that do not overlap, for example in IEEE 802.11b 2.4 GHz 8 channels available only 3 do not overlap so the selective scan search these channels and discard the others as provided by Sangho et al. (2004). However, the selective scan is not very effective when it used with 802.11a because there are 8 channels do not overlap and need to be scanned. Most of the researches that use the selective scan combine it with other techniques to provide better results. Further more the scanning delay can be reduced if the STA knows which AP to probe directly without scanning using the NG neighbor graphs to provide the locations of the APs in the network making it easier for the STA to find the best near by AP to connect. As explained by Minho et al. (2004) the handoff can be reduced if the STA knows the surrounding APs locations. They provide two algorithms to reduce the handoff latency. The first one is the NG neighbor graph algorithm that aimed to reduce the number of channels to be probed probe-channel count by knowing the locations and channels used by neighboring APs. The STA probe only these APs channels to reduce the probe count. In the other hand, to reduce the waiting time for a probe response on
each channel probe-wait time, the STA moves to probe the next channel when no more APs expected to respond on the current one. The second algorithm called NG pruning algorithm and it depends on the knowledge of non-overlap APs in order for the STA to prune all APs that did not overlap with current reachable AP and this can reduce the number of channels to be scanned. The APs defined to be non-overlap when the STA can not communicate with both APs using acceptable signal strength at the same time. The NG can be provided by a server as used by Kim et al. (2004). They use a neighbor graph NG server that stores the APs topology and provide the STA with the AP neighbors along with the number of channels used to allow the STA scans only the channels used by the APs. The less number of channels scanned provides less handoff delay. However, because a centralized server stores a static NG files any server failure or topology changes without updating the NG server may cause a failure and push the STA to use a standard scanning methods causing more handoff delay. Chintala and Qing-An (2007) used the IAPP to reduce the scanning delay by providing an extended probe message with the MAC address of the current AP included, to allow other near by APs to reply the probe response to the current AP and not directly to the STA, in order to reduce the waiting time of the STA on each channel. This method reduce the scanning delay but the STA still have to scan all the channels even if it is not waiting for the probe response to be received. Direct authentication with fast scan to find AP used by Zhang and Pierre (2008). They provided a fast scanning method starts in the STA when the pre-defined trigger value goes under specific threshold. The STA start scanning for neighboring APs and once the first AP sends a response then, the STA starts the authentication phase directly by sending authentication request and wait for authentication response from the AP to connect. This method reduces the time taken to scan all channels by connecting directly to the first acceptable AP but that does not means that it is the best AP in range and in some cases the AP located at the last scanned channel, what makes the handoff delay high. Using the modified beacon frame and when a handoff is needed the STA use the Neighbors List to authenticate directly to the first AP inside the list. This method reduces the handoff delay to be 2 m sec comparing to 414 m sec using the IEEE 802.11 standard. In addition, this method provides dynamic distributed neighbors caching that provide updated information for the current status of the network and guarantee a high cache hit.
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